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roBert W. harrington, a longtime friend of and contributor to  Quaker Religious Thought, passed away April 18, 1995, at the 
age of 81 . A professor of philosophy in the New York system of higher 
education, Ward served New York Friends in various capacities . He also 
was active in the World Federalists Association, serving as president for 
a term . Ward has been appreciated, and will be missed .
As a way of remembering, it seems appropriate to cite Ward from 
two sources . The first is a letter dated April 1, 1995 . The second is a 
paper read to Long island Friends a year earlier, on April 24, 1994 . in 
the letter to Arthur Roberts, Ward wrote: 
The latest issue of Quaker Religious Thought [#84] arrived a few 
days after your letter . i will study, with care, the article on the 
“Resurrection .” it is a matter of considerable interest to me . i 
am moved to write, however, by the notable contribution which 
John Punshon makes [reviewing Larry ingle’s book, First Among 
Friends], and for which i want to express my appreciation to you 
and Paul Anderson . Whether or not one finds all that John of-
fers acceptable, it seems clear to me that what he contributes is 
notable, indeed, and invariably cogent in a distinguished manner . 
Larry ingle provides an interesting, but somewhat strange quality 
to his treatment of Fox and the Quakers . Larry undoubtedly has 
a good grasp of Quaker history, but there seems to be an absence 
of an authentic grasp of the Quaker mystique—if such a term has 
any legitimate basis .
Harrington’s paper on “Quakers on Long island” outlines the his-
tory of Friends in New York from 1657 on . in 1996 New York Yearly 
Meeting celebrates the tercentenary of its establishment at Flushing, 
Long island .* Ward believed that the separation of 1828 triggered 
tragic results, evidenced by membership losses (20,000 in 1820, 
6,000 at the time of reunion in 1955, 3,800 adult members in 1993) . 
The first excerpt reveals his personal spiritual experience, the second 
expresses his concern .
• My encounter with Flushing, some 40 years ago, was like find-
ing a pearl of great price . i did not have to rush out and sell all 
that i had to obtain it . it received me with a warm expression 
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of kindliness and love .…i had been a seeker for many years 
before 1951 but while i was deeply devoted to the figure of 
Jesus, i had been unable to find a church which authentically 
reflected his character . in the course of my seeking, i encoun-
tered John Woolman and was deeply moved by his Journal . 
He led me to George Fox, and his Journal fully convinced me 
that here, indeed, was a true Christian church . My concern, 
then, was whether there were Friends Meetings which faithfully 
reflected the spirit of Woolman and Fox . Flushing Meeting in 
1951 fulfilled this hope in a wonderful manner .…There was, 
therefore, this gracious Meeting House in which Friends had 
been gathering since 1694, but of even greater importance, 
there was a living Meeting of Friends which reflected the best 
of the Quaker Christian heritage .
• We cannot alter the events that occurred in the 19th century . 
We can only accept them as tragedy and, hopefully, learn from 
it . We have some freedom to shape the present character and 
future course of our society . What shall we do with our free-
dom?…What is the faith to which we are committed?
 
* Quaker Crosscurrents: Three Hundred Years of Friends in the New York Yearly Meetings, edited 
by Hugh Barbour and others (syracuse, 1995), narrates the history .
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